


Report
Name of the Activity Painting Competition
Date 14thDecember, 2022 (Wednesday)
Venue School of Education, MIMT
Organized by Eco Club, MIMT
Participated by Students of  MIMT
Activity Incharge Ms. Neha Jindal 
Content World Energy Conservation Day is celebrated on 14th December globally to

highlight the importance of energy consumption and its use in our day-to-day
life, its scarcity and its impact on the sustainability of global ecosystems. It
focuses our attention on significant issues facing the future of mankind with
respect to energy. This Day serves to spell a sense of urgency on the issues
involved.

To encourage students towards conservation and efficient use of energy, the
School of Education has  organized the  "Painting Competition" on  World
Energy Conservation Day  on 14 th December, 2022.Painting competitions
are the best avenues to show your masterpieces, through which you can finally
break the ice and gain the exposure.Judges of the event were Mr. Somendra
Sharma and Ms.Vandana and the decision regarding the winners was made on
the basis of the following criteria:
Theme
Creativity
Presentation
Color combination 

Objective The objective behind organizing “Painting Competition” is to:
1.To bring out the creative expression, artistic skills of the students and also to 
gauge their awareness quotient.
2. The aim of this competition was not merely to see the creative aspect but 
also to trigger the thought.
3.Toincrease the observational skills, response to thoughts, awareness and 
concern of the students towards global issues.

Outcome 42 students  of  B.A.B.Ed. I,II,III,IV& B.Ed.  I  yearparticipated  in  “Painting
Competition”.This competition kept the students engaged. It was organized to
explore  and encourage  creativity  in  students  and  offer  them a  platform to
showcase their skills. It inspired them to think and to work creativelyin order
to  promote  artistic  excellence.The  creativity  &  innovative  ideas  were
artistically presented through and captured in paintings.The artistic endeavours
of the students was highly praised and encouraged by the faculty members.List
of participants and winners are attached.




